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joni mitchell yang dylan yin

alookat

n cold blood

by

let

by daniel okrent

dick hickok kill herbert clutter his wife

and their two teenage children for no reason at all dick lacking in
conscience but more so in mentality and perry the bruised product
of a broken home and broken life end up dangling from an im
personal gallows on their way there though director brooks
vividly paints two personalities with clear psychological problems
without the heavy-handed reliance on perry felt this way be
that marred capote book
cause
sure there are points where brooks belabors the obvious his
use of flashbacks to spell out the incidents of life that warped perry
smith mind are totally unnecessary but when he lets his actors
two absolute unknowns robert blake and scott wilson whom
brooks picked because he wanted perry and dick to be perry and
dick and not movie-star faces in movie-star roles play out their
lives in conversation and action there is an unobtrusive brilliance
that shines through
in
brooks has picked up where arthur penn left off
indeed he develops sympathy for perry at least so much so that
bad pun
the poignant hanging scene is really throat-clutching
good description actually perry and dick are crude harsh killers
just as much as were clyde barrow and bonnie parker but we feel
for the protagonists in both because they aren't really guilty
am guilty and you are guilty and we all are very very guilty and
so we emphathize with the killers and bemoan the plight of our
distorted society in pure bleeding-heart liberal fashion
not that we shouldn't an artist like penn or brooks both
nominated-and both deserving-for the best director oscar who
can produce a film that evokes gut reaction to a meaningful prob
lem should be lauded the need for expressive art that transcends
pure aesthetics and approaches editorial commentary is really
clear especially when this art does not speak to a selective audienec
this was the ill taint of how won the war that is happily ab
sent from both in cold blood and bonnie and clyde they speak in
pure vernacular and not just to those tuned in on a specific wave
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brooks artistic and commentative talents combine beautifully
just a few minutes before the final'scene when the doomed perry
smith leans against the window of his dingy death row cell and the
rain that batters the window outside is projected onto his face in
trickles of lighted tears it tells the whole story that capote worked
on for six full years
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see her
seriously
there is so much
there she is a beautiful woman
standing alone on stage her voice
and heracoustic guitar are free
pure instruments in themselves
there is an additional beauty in
the way she uses them to convey
such a full range of idea-emot
ions but if she looked like your
grandmother
h er
voice
and
cracked and she only knew three
chords her performance would be
justified by her songs alone
as a songwriter she plays yang
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in richness and profusion of im
agery and surpassing him until
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set out for holcomb kansas eight
years ago to research his chronicle of a cold-blooded motiveless
mass murder the automatic challenges were evident here was a
man who had earned his reputation primarily for fiction and he
was attempting a basically journalistic effort the book that re
sulted was clearly the product of a man caught up between these
two basic forms of prose-some said that this was in fact the
book distinction and virtue-and never really managed to recon
cile them
again the maker of
richard brooks film is no different
in cold blood is an individual versed in non-fiction idiom his film
like capote book teeters backs and forth on the rope bridge linking
reality and creation but the connection is generally quite smooth
and brooks has actually accomplished more on celluloid than
capote did in print what he has done is take the factual evidence
that capote so earnestly compiled and weld together into a glossy
narrative that very effectively speaks a case for the need for solu
tions to the damage of social neglect he builds a two-and-a-half
hour metaphor and only rarely taints it with maudlin effects or
intrusions
and
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